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 Alawa and Nikai rang in the new year with some howls of celebration! They also
thoroughly enjoyed the enrichment they were given around the holidays. Among
Nikai's favorite smells were earthy scents like pine and seasonal scents like
peppermint. Alawa, on the other hand, was pretty fond of the eucalyptus! As for
New Year's Resolutions: we think Alawa’s might include fashioning herself a
home-made den! She’s been spotted recently with dirt coating her guard hairs,
indicating that endeavor has apparently been going well. Though she has two
dens available in her enclosure, nothing beats a DIY project! No word yet on
Nikai’s resolutions…perhaps beating his record of making guests and webcam
watchers swoon? We're excited to see what adventures these siblings get up to in
2023!

Tyke and Lava’s new year has gotten off to a slow and sweet start, with the pair
bundling up together in their den. They’ve also been spotted trotting leisurely
around their enclosure, ensuring every spot is in its rightful place. These two
know the importance of a tidy home! In addition to some tender moments, Tyke
has also made it a priority to work on his self-care this year, which is an excellent
New Year’s Resolution if you ask us! As for Lava: she, too, has embraced this goal
and has frequently been spotted sitting on her log tower with her paws fancifully
crossed, being the absolute queen she is. You go, Lava!

 While Jacques has been rolling into the new year at a relaxed pace, Sage—with
her typical enthusiastic energy—has sprinted her way into it! New adventures
abound this 2023 for this recently paired couple, and she’s not wasting any time
seeking them out. She was recently spotted on a staff fence walk investigating a
chipmunk that had wandered close to her fence, curious to see what it was
inspecting. Was there something new she’d missed? She was determined to find
out. Jacques was content to follow her gaze, but not too enthusiastic to budge
from his spot in the sun! We’re excited to see what new and fun shenanigans
these two will get into this year.

Alawa & Nikai

Sage & Jacques

Tyke & Lava

Happy 2023 from all your fluffy, fabulous,
and festive friends!

 
Here at the WCC we have lots to celebrate!
Our wolves have been healthy and content,
and we are excited for a bright year ahead.

 
January also kicks off the wolf breeding

season, and we are hoping for new
members to join our wolf pack families this

spring.
 

In addition, January is an excellent
opportunity to sneak in some great views
of the wolves in their day-to-day life, as

they get very excited over snow and
playfully pouncing through it together.
Winter is truly an exceptional time for

wolves, so we recommend everyone keep
an eye on your wolf via their respective live
webcams! Who knows what fun moments

you might encounter!
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Sam and his children Martha, Max, Hunter, SkyRae, and Notch are enjoying a
very lucrative new year. Food is plentiful, and they’ve taken it upon themselves
to eat in front of their webcam as much as possible. Even a raven was spotted
joining in on the fun, waiting to see if there were any leftovers so it could snag a
snack from the pack. In fact, our team frequently finds several bones scattered
throughout the fence next to their enclosure. It would seem that the ravens and
vultures are all too happy to help with keeping their enclosure clutter-free!
Apart from feasting on food, the family have been taking playing very seriously,
as our team has spotted some of the siblings lightly roughhousing and being all
around goofballs together!

Belle, Rhett, Nita, Jean, and Maus have been working very hard this month…to
get as many naps in as possible! Try not to melt too much as you watch their
fluffy tails cover their noses to keep them warm. They were also spotted
frolicking through the snow in their enclosure after a recent snow storm cleared.
In other news, the pack has decided that their ultimate favorite place to lounge
is right next to their rock wall in their enclosure. Equally important to them,
however, has been ensuring that during the winter months they get their
stretching time in. Perhaps yoga is one of their New Year’s Resolutions? If so,
they’ve certainly got downward dog in the bag!

This perfect pair have been enjoying the January weather and getting
plenty of snuggle time in. There’s nothing like a warm snooze on a snowy
day! Valentia particularly has been very vocal lately, conversing with the
other wolves through long-lasting howls. She’s also decided that her
favorite perch in their enclosure is the stump above their den. Meanwhile,
Diego has been seen stashing some leftovers throughout their enclosure
while Valentia is occupied napping on her stump. Sharing is caring, but
sometimes you just want the last piece for yourself! 

Sam & Family
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Family

 
 

Fact:  One useful adaptation that wolves
have is the size of their ears.  

 
 

How: The smaller a wolf's ears are, the
easier it is to be able to retain heat in

the cold!
 



Family members Lighthawk, Trumpet, Joe Darling, Mosby, Kral, Nicholas, Babs,
and George are doing well. Recently, they were seen on webcam several times
having some very interesting late-night escapades. Many of us are familiar with
the art of rolling out of bed for a late-night snack, but the Trumpet and Lighhawk
family have perfected it! Some members were also checking out a noise near
their fence and creatively using each other’s backs as the perfect lookout perch
to spot the source. On another night, they were having what looked to be some
very animated family night patrol conversations. Nothing like a nice 10 PM
meeting to keep you sharp! It’s a safe bet that the word “boring” doesn’t fit into
this fabulous family’s collective vocabulary. 

-Your friends at the WCC
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What’s better than two wolves cuddling? A cuddle pile of wolves, of course! The
Rosa crew were recently observed spending some quality time in their den
engaging in some seriously sweet affection! Wolves are very social animals, and
in this cold month of January, it’s heart-warming to see the family solidifying
their bond! Another new and exciting activity has been keeping a lookout from
on top of their brand-new den. It was certainly a great place for Rosa, Diane,
Hélène, and Bria to ring in the new year together!

Rosa & Family

Trumpet,

Lighthawk, &

Family

In closing, we at the WCC hope you have
been having an excellent start to your 2023.
As we move into this new year, we want to

take the time to thank you. 
 

 For those of you who’ve renewed your
adoptions, we extend our gratitude for your
continued support. For those new adoptees
joining us, we are so excited to welcome you

to the pack! Your support truly means the
world and allows us to continue to support

wolves in as many ways as possible. 
 

We’ll see you back in your inboxes in
February!

 
 
 
 


